
IMPIOUS 

Definition of IMPIOUS – Merriam-Webster 

: not pious : lacking in reverence or proper respect 

This could become a household word, if it is not already. Why? It appears our glorious leaders 

do not believe they need to “drain the swamp” anymore? 

It is funny, actually hysterical to imagine American people trust members of Congress and the 

such, when all these lazy arrogant arseholes have done for years is kick a can until it makes news 

or headlines to possibly place a little fear in your mind. This suckers you into encouraging them 

into doing something they had already planned to do. They just need your approval. Feel silly? 

CNN ran an article about the “OCE”.
1
  Know what it is? It’s called the Office of Congressional 

Ethics
2
. Did you even remember it was created in 2008? Why? Because these scoundrels in 

Washington used such a scheme to get you to believe they were going to clean up Washington. It 

is tagged as;  

“It is one of the most important watchdogs in Washington. That's because the OCE is the 

only quasi-independent government body whose sole mandate is to formally investigate 

members of Congress”. 

Investigate Congress? What happened? It was meant to clean up the scandals and corruption in 

Washington? Has it worked? Don’t look like it. They do what they want. 

Is it possible this watchdog group is actually honing in on the culprits? After all, according to the 

CNN article, Congress is trying to kill this group now? Why? So Congress can carry on with its 

free-for-all way of doing business? It appears to me that this clear admission of dismantling the 

OCE will give these arseholes their ability to “carry-on” with the immoral, unethical acts against 

the people of this country? Do these arseholes believe they are above the law?  

Do these “persons” believe they can replace those in positions in the OCE with “people on their 

side” type of persons? Wasn’t that what they did to Brooksley Born? Replaced her with banking 

members or associates so the word “Derivatives” would not be noticed as a bad thing? 

Maybe these idiots should realize there is a greater power in place than them. And they will not 

overcome that power. 

It is time for “We the People…” to get our act together. Or we are on our own. Understand what 

is happening to you. Get off the couch. 

Do something before your children lose out completely. 

You love them don’t you? Show it. 

                                                 
1 http://www.cnn.com/2012/12/29/politics/congressional-watchdog-group-threatened/index.html  
2 http://oce.house.gov/  
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